2007 dodge ram 1500 blower motor

Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your
repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts
from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands
and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit
- DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. If your
vehicle is Right Hand Drive, please ensure the part is correct for your specific vehicle. For more
information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item
should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of
charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts with electrical
components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: If the vents aren't blowing in your Dodge
Ram, you might need a new blower mower. Check out this video and learn how to replace it
yourself! This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part
numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item
you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To
confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts
are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will.
Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle
isn't listed, search Blower Motor. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear
vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search.
Blower Motor. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival
Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : HVA Frequently bought together.
Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Pull the
motor down and out. Disconnect the lead on the back of the motor. Push the motor up into
place. Replace the three T20 screws. Reconnect the lead on the motor. Watch video. Check
Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Dodge Jeep. Product Reviews. Easy installation. The fan arrived
well packaged. It installed easily, and operates perfectly. Great product, Outstanding service.
Several times have ordered parts with only 1 order in error but quickly corrected. Your 3K video
is outstanding and appreciated. Happy New Year and assist Trump in. Ask me again in about a
year. So far so good It was a direct fit which was as promised It seems to move more air than
the original one Will see if it lasts. Excellent Service. I have shopped other parts store and none
compares to 1AAuto on the quality of the parts easy ordering and fast free shipping. After
watching the video, I went to the website, products and service were well reviewed. I order the
recommended parts, they arrived earlier than expected yippee! Parts were well packaged and
identical to he original parts. Installation was exactly as demonstrated on video, very simple. I
again have a working fan that is less noisy than the original. Bought new, now 80, mi. Important
to note, both parts needed replaced. The resistor was cracked in several places and the fan
cage did not spin freely. Great recommendation and awesome pricing! I highly recommend
1aauto. Fits Perfectly. Great parts at a great price will buy again from 1a-Auto Thanks
1aauto,everything was perfect. I got the blower motor and resistor cheaper than i could get the
motor itself locally. Will be doing more business in the very near future. BBuy the parts,watch
the videos,replace the parts yourself That is until i tried it. Great parts at a great price. It was
easy to find the parts I needed without having to go to 8 different screens. The parts are
reasonably priced and are exact replacement. Over all very satisfied with A 1 auto parts. Blower
motor for my Dodge Great product, works awesome no problems, exact fit! Great prices! Blower
Motor for Dodge Ram Great product, price and service. Very quick shipping on this fan. I
suspected the fan was the problem, but when I removed and tested my old fan it worked just
fine. So, I replaced my old fan and replaced my ignition switch based upon internet
suggestions. The fan worked fine for about a week, then cut out again. I thought perhaps my old
fan had an occasional short, so I replaced it with a new fan from 1Aauto. That seems to have
fixed my problem. The fan has been working fine for about a month now. The other benefit is
that the new fan is quieter and seems to blow harder than my old fan. Blower Motor fit io to 15
nin instalation. Could not ask for better, almost half price of auto stores, fit perfect and worked
perfect, Any questions. Easy to install, works great. This fan was very similar to the original unit
it replaced. The wiring connector plugged correctly into the factory harness and the holes for
the screws lined up perfectly. The airflow feels identical to the original unit. Time to install about
a half hour. As described and video made it easy to replace. Part fit perfect, arrived a day early
and online video made replacement a breeze! Fast and efficient. Was very pleased with how fast

I got the parts in the quality of the parts thank you for the YouTube also it was a huge help will
use you again thanks. Been installed now for several weeks and still working great. Call Now
Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement
auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your
Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your
Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Blower Motor. Complete
Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your repair with a
single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted
Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands and include
hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY
Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. If your
vehicle is Right Hand Drive, please ensure the part is correct for your specific vehicle. For more
information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item
should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of
charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts with electrical
components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: View this video to learn how to access,
find, and replace the blower motor and resistor if the old one is broken or weak. This item may
be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information
is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is
identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits
your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter
your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Blower
Motor. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Blower Motor. Add to Cart.
Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery
options in checkout. Brand : HVA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty
This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. How to Replace Blower Motor and Resistor
Dodge Ram Created on: View this video to learn how to access, find, and replace the blower
motor and resistor if the old one is broken or weak. Disconnect the blower motor wiring harness
Remove the three 8mm bolts from the wiring harness Pull the blower motor down and out. Lift
the blower motor into place Insert the three 8mm bolts for the blower motor Connect the blower
motor wiring harness. Lift the resistor into place Insert the two Phillips head screws for the
resistor Connect the resistor wiring harness. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes
Dodge. Product Reviews. Very happy! Got the exact part I needed first time and at a great price!
I will be back very soon buying parts for my new project vehicle! Super easy and straight
forward installation, Took about 7 minutes and fixed the problem. Part was a direct fit, easy
installation , fast shipping ,so far so good. I probably did not need to replace the blower motor,
but its not as loud as the original one. My problem was a bad resistor. Perfect fit!!! Bought the
resistor and blower fan, both went in without any issues and work perfectly! Great product! I
purchased a 08 ram blower motor. It's great! Truck is hot and cold at any temp!!!! Received
parts 2 days early. Blower motor fit like New work's great. Resistor blower motor. Parts arrived
before expected dated and matched OEM parts exactly! Thank you. Well worth it. I ordered the
blower motor and resistor kit after looking all over locally and online. It was shipped and arrived
very quick. It was the best 10 minute job to do since everything fit just like OEM. The only
recommendation I would give is if you aren't mechanically inclined to search how to install the
items since they didn't come with installation instructions. I have ordered from 1A Auto before
and will continue to, a great company to deal with and prices that don't beat you up. Quality kit
for the money. Product has been working perfectly. I ordered these parts for my dodge ram and
they were easy to install, they fit great, and they work great. Very satisfied. Blow me away.
Desert For. This fan motor and resistor is just right on target to replace my old OEM ones. It was
an exact match. Thank you for your great products and timely delivery. Recently had to pull the
HVAC system and replace all blend doors, evap and heater core. Only had it in for about a week
and a half, but no issues and AC feels great. If your truck is older, obviously mine is an 06, I

would go ahead and order the kit and replace the resister as well. The kit is a very good
purchase. Heater motor. This motor was the exact match to the original factory part, video was
very easy to understand of how to install. The parts were exactly as described and a perfect fit.
Worked as good or better than the original factory equipment. Outstanding service and delivery.
I'm going to be recommending and using your firm exclusively from now on. I now get air out of
my vents. I watched the 1A Auto video and ordered the parts. In less than 30 minutes I was
finished. The video was very accurate in replacing the parts. Ac blower motor. I am really
impressed by 1AAuto and there staff. It made a really irritating noise. Once it went out I went
shopping online and came across 1AAuto. I decided to take a chance and bought it. The lady
who did my order was really sweet and once I received it I was amazed. Brand new motor and
relay took 15 min to install and it was as quite as a mouse. Not to mention it put out more air
then the last blower motor I had from the company I recently bought from. All I can say is from
now on you have my business. Thank you 1AAuto. I purchased the kit to cover my bases and
installed it in under an hour. Holy Cow Perfect fit. Easy to install after watching great video on
YouTube!! Great replacement. The old fan started to squeak, and the the relay failed. These
were the exact fit, and the installation video was superb. Ordered this Heater Blower Kit, an easy
install. Everything bolted up. I would definitely recommend this product. Good pricing. Fit was
right, the best part of dealing with this company is their videos. The tips, hints are great. Also
very reasonable prices. Easy to select the correct parts with out jumping through hoops. Parts
matched OEM parts to a T. Product was exactly as advertised and the installation was step by
step exactly as shown in the video. Perfect fit in my Dodge Ram ! I learned about A1 auto from
watching YouTube videos. Best price and great custerm service. Perfect replacement and super
fast delivery. I can always trust parts from 1A Auto and their videos are SO helpful. It was a
perfect fit as well as very affordable. If you haven't tried a1 auto yet, you're missing out. Not
only is the customer service top-notch but the parts are accurate and ship fast Excellent outfit
for your auto parts needs. Product fixed my issues with whine in my cab. Easy fix and way
cheaper than any other place. Have and will continue to recommend 1A Auto. I would definitely
purchase from 1A auto in the future. After seeing the how to video on how easy this was to do, I
ordered the parts. Shipping was fast, and it took me about thirty minutes from start to finish for
removal and installation. I can't explain why, but the heat in my Ram has never been better.
Thanks for the video and direct link to the parts. It was exactly what I needed. Thanks 1A Auto!
Works great! Works better than when the truck was new. Fixed my problem. Went with this kit
and the resistor was the problem but I put the new fan in also. Arrived super quick. Video
instructions were spot on. Cost was very economic. Most importantly, my AC is working again!
So glad I found 1aauto. Excellent service. Fast and accurate as usual. Perfect fit, quality build,.
Increased the air volume from my AC which is what I needed for my Mega cabs. This worked so
well in the first truck that I installed it in the second. Both trucks are Dodge Ram Mega cabs.
Needed the Mega cabs to haul my 2 Rhodesian Ridgebacks. Products are top quality. I am not
mechanically inclined but I was able to do this replacement of both. The resistor was the
easiest. What the video does not tell and you may have to watch it a few times to figure out the
blower replacement is easiest coming at it from the Driver's side, laying on the front seats and
getting down to the floor board to see the screw points the best. I found the Front and Left
screws the easiest to remove. I done those from the Passenger Door side at first. Once I got to
the rear screw I finally figured out to come from the driver's side and look and work up. I was
then able to complete the removal. Working from the Driver's side the installing of the blower
was much easier. Started all three screws so as to not have to hold the blower in place and
tightened down the screws in a pattern I'd use on lug nuts until secure. I hope this helps fellow
rookies with DIY. The parts were easy to take out and replace. Works like a charm. Heater parts.
I'm a woman and everyone told me I couldn't replace or fix my truck heater. Easiest fix for my
vehicle EVER!!! I am staying warm and happy now thanks to A1auto. AC excellent. Good price
on time, exactly what I needed. Fast service friendly staff. I was glad they paired these 2 parts
together, I would have just bought the fan, but when I pulled out the sensor it fell apart in my
hand. Everything worked great. Blower replacement Ram It worked like a charm. Watched the
video and installed it in several minutes. Well frankly it could not have been easier, unless they
can find one that installs itself. Best price and works even better. Great fit! Works perfect! Thank
you 1 A Auto!! This parts combination is perfect for the rams! The parts seem to be good
quality. And as a long time parts guy, I like the communication after my parts were delivered,
with an email and an install video! That will help with DIYers who aren't exactly sure where to
start, no matter how easy or difficult the task! The only con, which is not a huge deal, was the
shipping time could have been a little better 5 days , but it was free, and I was in no hurry.
Thank you for an affordable kit to fix blower issues! Dodge ram blower motor kit. The squirrel
cage on this was balanced the old one was not. This fit right in and is quieter than the original. I

would definitely buy from them again. Easy to install. Works like it is supposed to. Arrived on
time. No complains. I would recommend 1A Auto and will be purchasing from them in the future.
Works great. I had very fast shipping. The heater HVAC kit fight right in and worked great.
Thanks very much Frank. Purchase of a blow fan motor. Exactly what I ordered. Bought a
blower motor for my Ram , perfect fit. Installed in under 10min. Thought I would skip a step and
decided to leave the old relay switch in seeing the bloer was cranking out the AC but soon
found out the relay needs to be changed!! Don't skip this. Fast shipping and well built product.
Easy 10 minute job. Remove 5 screws and 2 wire connections, slide old one out and slide new
one in. That easy. Perfect parts to fix the issue! The parts were perfect for my issue and the
price was right. Thanks 1A Auto!! Received blower motor kit in a timely manner. It was very well
packaged. The kit fit perfectly. Blower motor kit. The blower motor and resistor was exactly
what was need to fix my dodge ram The parts arrived sooner than expected and bolted right up
no problems at all. Will recommend to use this company in the future. Great Company! Your
name A1 fits perfectly! Wonderful videos and such prompt service and fast shipping. Not to
mention the perfect way of packing your package! And that's why you're A1 auto! I have and will
always recommend you to friends 'family 'and strangers that are in need of parts. Thank You!
And I'm sure I will be needing something soon. And you are my 1st call. HVAC Blower. Received
my part on the date they said it will arrive, the part looked great and was packaged very well.
Easy install did it myself in 15 min. Professional will probably get it done under 10 min.
Everything connected like it was supposed to. And when I cut my blower on, I do t know if it was
because I miss my blower, but it felt like it was blowing stronger. This fits perfectly and works
great. What else needs to be said? Replacement blower. The original had been damaged at
some point during packing or in shipment. The 2nd one came in undamaged with regular
delivery time. Mine went out in the December in Ohio with temperatures in the teens. A total of a
month or so without heat. A complementary next day delivery would have been nice gesture. All
and all it worked out for me. Blower motor. Fast delivery, right products. Video installation was
great!! Damon M. Thank you for your inquiry! An vehicle with Auxiliary Air Condition will have
controls for the AC in both the front and rear of the vehicle. If you only are able to control the
temperature from the front of the vehicle then you would not have the Auxiliary Air Condition
design. Please let us know if you have any further questions, thank you! Jessica D. Call Now
Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement
auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your
Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your
Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Blower Motor. A Stock
photo has been used as a general representation. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and
can be disregarded. You will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the
description. Please do not assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the
parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY
guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not
originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to
see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom
installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to
prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Boxes
- Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be
used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example:
certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected
for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in
Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check
rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to
questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment
or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are
looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Blower Motor Resistor part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Part Number: FS Part
Number: GPD Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Dorman Blower Motor Resistor Manufacturer Since , Dorman Products has supplied
the automotive aftermarket w Repair of the motor vehicle's heating and air conditioning system

would not be as complicated as it is with the use of 4-Seasons OE Replacement Blower Motor
Resistor. Don't simply wait around for your vehicle to suffer from performance decrease and
risk unanticipated break down. Restore your malf Aug 30,
autozone espanol
shanks lawn equipment
2002 polaris scrambler 90
Works great. Nic Nic. Purchased on Aug 10, Jun 14, Easy to install. I'm hoping that this part will
last longer than the last resistor that I installed. So far it seems to be holding up well. Purchased
on Nov 10, Jun 11, Blower Motor Resistor Installation. This part is located inside the passenger
compartmet on the passenger's side of the car. To install the part, it's easiest to lie on your back
with your head on the floor mat yes that's right where your feet normally go with your legs
draped over the head rest. The part will install about 12" above your head on the blower motor
housing You have to be a bit of a contorsionist. Purchased on Jan 12, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Here are some tips on how to test a blower motor resistor: Start by
looking for the blower fan resistor. A repair manual can tell you where its. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

